
 
 
TICKET REGULATIONS 
Museum System Empolese Valdelsa Diffused Museum  
 
The Art Pilgrim Passport is the unique ticket of the Museum System Diffused Museum Empolese Valdelsa 
and gives access to 20 museums and exhibition spaces of the territory. 
 
Below, you can find the list of museums that are part of the Museum System and are accessible with the 
ticket. Any variation in the list will be communicated in the official web site 
http://www.museiempolesevaldelsa.it 
 
  
Municipality of Capraia e Limite: Mu.Re. Museo Remiero (Rowing Museum) 
Municipality of Castelfiorentino: Santa Verdiana Museum, BeGo Benozzo Gozzoli Museum 
Municipality of Cerreto Guidi: MuMeLoc Museum of Local Memory 
Municipality of Certaldo: Boccaccio’s House, Praetorian Palace, Nail Museum 
Municipality of Empoli: Museum of the Collegiata, Pontormo’s House, MUVE Glass Museum 
Municipality of Fucecchio: Civic Museum 
Municipality of Gambassi Terme: Permanent Exhibition Glass Production in Gambassi (XIIIth–XVIth 
centuries) 
Municipality of Montaione: Jerusalem of San Vivaldo, Civic Museum 
Municipality of Montelupo Fiorentino: Museum of Ceramics, Museum of Archaeology 
Municipality of Montespertoli: Amedeo Bassi Museum, Museum of Grapes and Wine, Sacred Art museum 
(temporarily closed) 
Municipality of Vinci: Leonardo’s Museum, Leonardo’s Native House 
 
 
UNIQUE TICKET BOUGHT AT THE MUSEUMS 
 
The unique ticket: 

 is released in two options: 
 - Full/Single 15€ 
 - Family 35€ - It comprises: 2 adults and 3 minors max. In case of a larger family    
             group, the minors in excess will be counted as single reductions according to the    
             fee regulations of each museum. 
Exceptionally, the ticket also includes the exhibition Leonardo in Vinci. At the origins of the Genius – Vinci 
(FI) – from April 15 to October 15 2019  
 

 It is nominal, personal, and not transferable. At the emission, name and family name of the owner 
must be written in the correspondent field, together with the date of purchase. In the Family Ticket, 
one of the two adult names must be written on the passport. If requested from the museum staff, the 
ticket must be exhibited jointly with a valid identity document. 

 

 It is constituted by a passport and a QR code; they must be both carefully conserved. In case of 
theft, loss, non-use, or damages that prevent the electronic reading of the QR code, the ticket will 
not be substituted or refunded. 

 

 Contains the list of the adherent museums and 5 pages dedicated to the stamps that “certify the 
passage” of the visitors (the museum staff will always refers to electronic reading of the QR code). 

 

 Last 365 days from the date of purchase. 
 

http://www.museiempolesevaldelsa.it/


 It is not valid for temporary exhibitions (other than those mentioned above), special days, events, or 
opening periods that differ from the normal costs table of the museums. 

 

 It is on sale in the following ticket offices:  
Municipality of Castelfiorentino: Santa Verdiana Museum, BeGo Benozzo Gozzoli Museum 
Municipality of Cerreto Guidi: MuMeLoc Museum of Local Memory 
Municipality of Certaldo: Praetorian Palace 
Municipality of Empoli: MUVE Glass Museum 
Municipality of Fucecchio: Civic Museum 
Municipality of Gambassi Terme: Permanent Exhibition Glass Production in Gambassi (XIIIth–XVIth 
centuries) 
Municipality of Montaione: Jerusalem of San Vivaldo, Civic Museum 
Municipality of Montelupo Fiorentino: Museum of Ceramics, Museum of Archaeology 
Municipality of Montespertoli: Amedeo Bassi Museum, I Lecci Museum of Grapes and Wine 
Municipality of Vinci: Leonardo’s Museum, Leonardo’s Native House 

 
 

IMPORTANT 
The following ticket offices: Mu.Re. Museo Remiero (Municipality of Capraia e Limite), Boccaccio’s House 
and Nail Museum (Municipality of Certaldo), Pontormo’s House and Collegiate church of Sant’Andrea 
(Municipality of Empoli) do not sale the tickets, they only certified the entrance. 
The Museum of the Sacred Art of Montespertoli is temporarily closed.  

 
 

 
UNIQUE TICKET BOUGHT ON LINE 
 
The unique ticket: 

 is released in two options on https://www.destinationflorence.com/it/dettagli/4837: 
 - Full/Single 15€ 
 - Family 35€ - It comprises: 2 adults and 3 minors max. In case of a larger family    
             group, the minors in excess will be counted as single reductions according to the    
             fee regulations of each museum. 
Exceptionally, the ticket also includes the exhibition Leonardo in Vinci. At the origins of the Genius – Vinci 
(FI) – from April 15 to October 15 2019 
 

 It is nominal, personal, and not transferable. At the emission, name and family name of the owner 
must be written in the correspondent field, together with the date of the first access. In the Family 
Ticket, one of the two adult names must be written on the passport. If requested from the museum 
staff, the ticket must be exhibited jointly with a valid identity document. 

 

 It is constituted by a passport that must be carefully conserved. In case of theft, loss, non-use, or 
damages, the ticket will not be substituted or refunded. 

 

 Contains the list of the adherent museums and 5 pages dedicated to the stamps that “certify the 
passage” of the visitors. 

 

 Valid 365 days from the date of the first access in a museum. 
 

 It is not valid for temporary exhibitions (other than those mentioned above), special days, events, or 
opening periods that differ from the normal costs table of the museums. 

 

 With the pre-sale ticket issued on https://www.destinationflorence.com/, you must go to one of these 
ticket offices to get The Passport:  
 

Municipality of Capraia e Limite: Mu.Re. Museo Remiero (Rowing Museum) 
Municipality of Castelfiorentino: Santa Verdiana Museum, BeGo Benozzo Gozzoli Museum 
Municipality of Cerreto Guidi: MuMeLoc Museum of Local Memory 
Municipality of Certaldo: Praetorian Palace  
Municipality of Empoli: Museum of the Collegiata, Pontormo’s House, MUVE Glass Museum 

https://www.destinationflorence.com/it/dettagli/4837


Municipality of Fucecchio: Civic Museum 
Municipality of Gambassi Terme: Permanent Exhibition Glass Production in Gambassi (XIIIth–XVIth 
centuries) 
Municipality of Montaione: Jerusalem of San Vivaldo, Civic Museum 
Municipality of Montelupo Fiorentino: Museum of Ceramics, Museum of Archaeology 
Municipality of Montespertoli: Amedeo Bassi Museum, Museum of Grapes and Wine 
Municipality of Vinci: Leonardo’s Museum, Leonardo’s Native House 
 

 
 
WARNINGS 
 
Museum System Empolese Valdelsa Diffused Museum declines all the responsibilities linked to hour 
variations or difference of prices, if not promptly communicated by the museums. 

 
Before visiting the museums, we ask you to check the official web site of each museum or Municipality to 
check openings and the timetables. 
If the museum is closed for exceptional reasons (strikes, festivities, etc.) or offers free entry, the validity and 
the duration of the passport does not change and the ticket is not refunded. 

 
Currently, the fast-track option is not comprised in the ticket. 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


